CASE STUDY
NEW KOREAN PRACTICE &
SUCCESSION PLAN
CHALLENGE

Freshﬁelds were embarking on a
new practice in Korea.

BUILDING A
TEAM TO LAST
SUCCESSION
PLANNING
“We were launching our new Korean
practice and required Asian market
experts to assist with the search,
selection, and recruitment of professionals with market knowledge
of Korea.
GRM were very enthusiastic and
creative when it came to sourcing
candidates. They built our Korea
practice team from scratch, utilising
‘outside-the-box’ thinking and solutions. They worked seamlessly with
our HR department and senior management team.”

A magic circle ﬁrm and one of the
best in the world, the law practice
engaged GRM to secure professionals able to launch the business in a new market and deliver
from day one. The challenge was
also to select people in the second
and third tier of the hierarchy that
could be trained to take over in the
future and therefore ensure the
continued success of the ofﬁce.

SOLUTION

GRM created a taskforce combining its legal and
executive search consultants - largely former attorneys with hands-on market knowledge - and
award-winning research team. The team set to work
mapping the entire Asian market for partners and
associates in their chosen practice areas.
The extensive research project merged GRM’s existing data with new interviews and detailed fact ﬁnding and background checks to probe all possible
candidates.
Several ideal candidates were identiﬁed and
approached by GRM on behalf of the client. GRM
managed the entire process from start to ﬁnish in
close collaboration with the client to ensure an optimal outcome.

OUTCOME

GRM successfully secured a ﬁve-person team with
market-leading Korean experience and connections
for Freshﬁelds. The new team gave the law ﬁrm the
foundation they required to make an impact on the
market from day one.
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